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This is a continuation of the dispatched headed

"Everything just ticked along", hearing the date-

line "With the Invasion Forces" September 5.

By Ross Munro, Representing Combined press

There cane along carabiniere policemen on bikes who said, "Germans gone

away", and pointed in four directions, including the sea. There were some old

folk there in the morning, who welcomed us and appeared : friendly but it was not

until afternoon that the city started to come bade to life. Hundreds of civilians

came in from the country, where they had been heading out, and stood around at the

corners shouting to the troops for cigarettes.

Reggio had been bombarded heavily from sea and air when an enemy force

garrisoned/city, and is scarred almost as badly as seme smashed Civilian towns.

Practically every building in the central and northern sections had been hit and

what shops were undamaged by war had been looted by citizens on the rampage when

civil order broke down, prior to the invasion.

There is small port at Reggio, with a long, concrete wharf, but, most important,
there are splendid landing beaches north of the town.

The enemy had not made many demolitions "before our attack and most of the roads

in the Reggio area are quite good, with no detours necessary so for because of blown,

bridges or the like. It surprised many officers that the enemy had not blown up

everything they could to hold up our advance, perhaps they had no time to cope

with cur speedily-mounted invasion.

The Royal Navy gave the Canadians strong support on the way in with big

warships pounding known enemy positions in the darkness,shooting muzzle flashes that

made some army concentrations look sick. Support craft operated right in near the

beach to protect landing, if necessary, and before the troops touched the beach guns

firing high explosive shells rocked the northern fringe of the town, where Germans

might have had machine gune posts that could have enfiladed the main beach. During

daylight the Navy moved about the straits for the protection of the hundreds of

ships, big and small, operating between two shores.

At daylight the Eighth Army barrage from the other side ceased its heavy

concentrations and there was only an odd salvo. For hours there was not a peep

out of the enemy guns on the mountains to the east, We had thought they would

knock our beach to pieces during the morning, when they could observe their fire,
but the enemy only lobbed over a few shots. As soon as Gorman or Italian guns

fired a counter-battery from Sicily would go into action and hit back.

It was a jumpy type of morning, with uncertainties about what might happen

regarding enemy shelling of ships and beaches and what the enemy air arm could do,

but gradually confidence grew that this landing success was no fluke but the result

of sound planning and daring.

Now Canadian troops are pursuing other tasks set them in Italy,
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